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TASK 1: TECHNOPHOBIA.    

 
Many of us know someone who walks out of the room as soon as a computer is

People  found  the  new  machines  to  be  threatening  and
when they first appeared in their places of work. 

The new weaving machines were operated by                                                            and
 

The  newly introduced machinery resulted in outbreaks of social 

The Frame Breaking Act was a law which brought in the death penalty for

 

William Wordsworth and William Blake believed that the Industrial Revolution was spoiling
                                                                                                               

A computer’s apparent ability                                                                     is perceived as a
threat by many people.   

Arabella  Gordon  mentions  science-fiction  stories  in  which

                                                                      have human slaves.   

In the UK, it is the low price of electronic typewriters that makes them attractive to

Typewriters are more popular in developing countries where there is a shortage of
 

 Frederick Forsyth was a                                                                    before he was a writer.
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You will hear part of a radio programme in which journalist Arabella Gordon talks about the
phenomenon  of  technophobia.  Complete  the  following  sentences  (1-10)  with  one  or  two
words. You will hear the recording twice. Blank 0 has been done for you as an example.
(10 sentences x 1point=10marks) 



TASK 2: NEIGHBOURS

SPEAKER 1
0. Where was the gym?

A    In the same building where the speaker lives.
B  In the building opposite where the speaker lives.
C  In a building far away from where the speaker lives.

1. What was the speaker's attitude to the noise 
from the gym?

A  Tolerance.
B  Annoyance.
C  Resignation .

2. What action did she take?

A  She moved house.
B  She complained to the local authorities.
C  She spoke to the owner.

SPEAKER 2
3. What was the speaker's reason for 

complaining about the trees?

A  They spoilt the view.
B  They were in poor condition.
C  They shut out the light.

4. How did the neighbour react to his request?

A  She was very understanding.
B  She became quite angry.
C  She cut the trees down.

SPEAKER 3
5. What does the speaker say about her 

neighbour?

A  He exaggerated the problem.
B  He attacked her animals.
C  He caused her distress. 

6. What did she have to do to the 
cockerel (a young cock)?

A  Give it away.
B  Move it.
C  Sell it.

SPEAKER 4
7. What effect did the neighbour's 

television have on the speaker and his
wife?

A  It made them behave differently.
B  It caused the break up of their 
marriage.
C  It seriously affected his wife's health. 

8. What does he say about the new 
house?

A  He regrets buying it.
B  The location is not ideal.
C  The neighbours live too close.

SPEAKER 5
9. What does the speaker say about 

people's reaction to noise?

A  Noise can cause people to behave 
violently.
B  People are generally intolerant of 
noise.
C  People's perception of noise differs. 

10. She says the victims of noisy 
neighbours feel...

A  depressed.
B  guilty.
C  helpless.
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You  will  hear  five  short  extracts  in  which  different  people  are  talking  about
problems with neighbours. For questions a 1-10, write  the letter (A, B, or C) in
the box below which fits best according to what you hear. Question 0 has been
done for you as an example.  (10x1=10 marks)



KEY LISTENING
TASK 1: TECHNOPHOBIA.    

 
Many of us know someone who walks out of the room as soon as a computer is

People  found  the  new  machines  to  be  threatening  and
when they first appeared in their places of work. 

The new weaving machines were operated by                                                            and
 

The  newly introduced machinery resulted in outbreaks of social 

The Frame Breaking Act was a law which brought in the death penalty for

 

William Wordsworth and William Blake believed that the Industrial Revolution was spoiling
                                                                                                               

A computer’s apparent ability                                                                     is perceived as a
threat by many people.   

Arabella  Gordon  mentions  science-fiction  stories  in  which
have human slaves.   

In the UK, it is the low price of electronic typewriters that makes them attractive to

Typewriters are more popular in developing countries where there is a shortage of
 

 Frederick Forsyth was a                                                                    before he was a writer.
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You will hear part of a radio programme in which journalist Arabella Gordon talks about the
phenomenon of technophobia.  Complete the following sentences (1-10) with  a word or two.
You will hear the recording twice. Blank 0 has been done for you as an example.
(10 sentences x 1point=10marks) 



      TASK 2: NEIGHBOURS
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